
EWA EXOTIC HOOFSTOCK REGISTRY FEES AND DEFINITIONS 
 

EWA Price List 
 
Effective July 1, 2023 All prices are in USD funds. 

   (Prices subject to change) 
 
 
Animal Registration & DNA Test (Baseline or Parentage/Owner + 2 Herds) .................. $45.00 
Expedited Test (additional fee to Animal Registration) .................................................... $10.00 
Additional Parent Verification (APV-with Individual Candidate Sires/Dams Listed) ...... $10.00 
APV + Herd Search (2 Herds per APV) ............................................................................ $20.00 
Transfer Owner-Member (Paid by New Owner) ............................................................... $10.00 
Transfer Owner/Non-Member Fee (Paid by New Owner/Non-Member) ......................... $20.00 
Duplicate or New Certificate ............................................................................................. $10.00 
Registration Updates and Corrections (Each aspect of registration) ................................. $10.00 
DNA Match ........................................................................................................................ $10.00 
Duplicates .......................................................................................................................... $10.00 
Complex Transactions .......................................................................................................... TBD 
       
 
                                                                                                            
Definitions: 
 
 
DNA Test-Baseline—Permanent DNA record, no parentage. 
 
DNA Test-Parentage—Permanent DNA record and parentage evaluated from Sire and Dam 
candidates provided by owner. 
 
Expedited Test—Additional fee assessed to process samples, APVs or other transactions as 
soon as they are received.  The EWA office will place all Expedited transactions in front of 
other regular transactions and notify the lab that those cases are to be Expedited. 
 
Additional Parent Verification (APV)—Additional testing on previously submitted cases to 
further evaluate other Sire and/or Dam candidates beyond those originally tested (Individuals-
up to ~20). 
 
Additional Parent Verification + Herd Search—Additional testing on previously submitted 
cases to further evaluate other Sire and/or Dam candidates beyond those originally tested 
(Herds given rather than individuals). 
 
Transfer Owner-Member—Animal is sold or otherwise transferred from Original 
Owner/Member to a New Owner/Member and registration of animal is updated in EWA 
Registry, whereas the New Owner is responsible for transfer fee. 



 
Transfer Owner/Non-Member Fee—Animal is sold or otherwise transferred from Original 
Owner/Member to a New Owner/Non-Member and registration of animal is updated in EWA 
Registry, whereas the New Owner/Non-Member is responsible for the transfer fee.  If New 
Owner chooses to become an EWA Voting Member in Good Standing, then the Transfer 
Owner-Member fee will be charged. 
 
Duplicate or New Certificate—Replacement certificates or additional certificates requested by 
owner. 
 
Registration Updates and Corrections—Any changes made to a registered animal such as 
name, picture, YOB, tag number, color, etc. that are requested to be added or changed after 
initial submission.  If the name change of the registered animal affects additional offspring, and 
updated reports and certificates are requested, the fee will be charged for each animal updated.   
 
DNA Match—Sample submitted to be matched to other already registered animals to 
determine which animal it may have been previously registered as.  
 
Duplicates—Samples that are submitted that have already been registered which causes the 
same DNA to be identified to 2 or more animals causing additional research to determine 
which should be the Active case and which ones should be made Inactive.  Duplicates caused 
by Original Owner and New Owner submitting samples on same animal, Original Owner 
would be charged.  Duplicate submissions on the same animal by a single Owner, that Owner 
would be charged. 
 
Complex Transactions—Excessive time spent on completing any work for a member may be 
charged an additional fee to be determined at the time of the transaction.  Members will be 
notified if their case falls into this category prior to completing any work. 

 


